Introduction
In this paper we continue our investigations started in 15] and 16] on the question:
What is the impact on the growth of extractable uniform bounds the use of various analytical principles ? in a given proof of an 89{sentence might have?
To be more speci c, we are interested in analyzing proofs of sentences having the form (1) 8u 1 ; k 0 8v tuk9w 0 A 0 (u; k; v; w); where A 0 is a quanti er{free formula 1 (containing only u; k; v; w as free variables) in the language of a suitable subsystem T ! of arithmetic in all nite types, t is a closed term and is de ned pointwise ( being an arbitrary nite type).
From a proof of (1) carried out in T ! one can extract an e ective uniform bound uk on 9w, i.e.
(2) 8u 1 ; k 0 8v tuk9w 0 uk A 0 (u; k; v; w); where the complexity (and in particular the growth) of is limited by the complexity of the system T ! (see 13] , 15]).
By the predicate`uniform' we refer to the fact that the bound does not depend on v tuk. In 13] we have discussed in detail, how sentences (1) arise naturally in analysis and why such uniform bounds are of numerical interest (e.g. in the context of approximation theory).
Proofs in analysis can be formalized in a suitable base theory T ! plus certain (in general non{ constructive) analytical principles ? (usually not derivable in T ! ). In order to determine faithfully the contribution of the use of ? to the growth of extractable bounds we introduced in 15] a hierarchy of weak subsystems G n A ! of arithmetic in all nite types whose de nable type{1{objects correspond to the well{known Grzegorczyk hierarchy of functions. As the essential proof{theoretic tool, monotone functional interpretation (which was introduced in 13]) was used to extract bounds (given by closed term of G n A ! ) from proofs is the schema of choice for quanti er{free formulas and is a set of`axioms' having the form (4) 8x 9y sx8z G 0 (x; y; z); where G 0 is a quanti er{free formula containing only x; y; z free and s is a closed term. In particular for n = 2 (resp. n = 3) the extractability of a bound uk which is a polynomial (resp. a nitely iterated exponential function) in u M x := max i x u(i) and k is guaranteed (see 15] for details).
In 14] we have shown that for suitable already G 2 A ! + + AC{qf covers a substantial part of standard analysis. In fact essentially only analytical axioms (4) having types ; 1; = 0 are su cient. The proof of the veri cation of the extracted bound also relies on these non{constructive principles , in fact even on their strengthened versions (5)~ := 9Y 1(1) s8x; zG 0 (x; Y x; z)j8x 1 9y 1 sx8z 0 G 0 (x; y; z) 2 relatively to the intuitionistic variant G n A ! i of G n A ! . However combining the methods from 15] with techniques from 12] one can replace the use of (5) by the use of the`"{weakenings' of (5) The "{weakening " of usually is constructively provable in suitable subsystems of intuitionistic arithmetic in all nite types. This passage from~ to " { which may be viewed as an "-arithmetization of the original proof { however is not necessary for the extraction of but only for a constructive veri cation of .
Whereas a number of important analytical principles can be expressed directly as axioms (4) { in particular relatively to systems like c PA ! j n or G n A ! for n 3 the binary K onig's lemma WKL can be expressed in this form (see 12] for details) { there are many theorems not having this form but which can be proved from WKL relatively to base systems like c PA ! j n + AC{qf which essentially is a nite type extension of the second{order theory RCA 0 known from reverse mathematics. Examples of such theorems are the following principles: The problem in treating these principles relative to weak base theories as G 2 A ! is that their usual proofs (using WKL) are not formalizable within e.g. G 2 A ! . In particular WKL can not even be expressed in its usual formulation in this system, since this involves the coding functional f hi x := hf0; : : : ; f(x ? 1)i which is available in G n A ! only for n 3 . In order to treat the principles above faithfully we introduced in 15] the axiom (having the form (4) where A 9l 0 A 0 (l) is a purely existential formula (see 15] for a detailed discussion of this principle).
In G 2 A ! + 0 1 {UB ? and hence in G 2 A ! + F ? +AC 1;0 {qf one can give very short and perspicuous proofs of the analytical theorems listed above and since F ? has the form of an axiom we can extract a polynomial bound from such a proof (see 17] for details). The veri cation of this so far still depends on the non{standard axiom F ? which does not hold classically, i.e. it does not hold in the full set{theoretic type structure S ! (but only in the type structure of all so{called strongly majorizable functionals M ! ). Nevertheless, using the "-arithmetization technique mentioned above, one can replace the use of F ? by its "{weakening and this "{weakening is provable e.g. in G 3 A ! i (see 15] ). In this case "-arithmetization still is not needed for the extraction of an uniform bound but now it is needed even for a classical veri cation.
On the other hand there are central theorems in analysis whose proofs use arithmetical comprehension, more precisely instances of AC ar : 8x 0 9y 0 A(x; y) ! 9f 1 8x 0 A(x; fx);
where A 2 0 1 (A may contain parameters of arbitrary type), and which are not covered by the results mentioned above. Examples are the following theorems
1) The principle of convergence for bounded monotone sequences of real numbers (or equivalently: every bounded monotone sequence of reals has a Cauchy modulus (PCM)).
2) For every sequence of real numbers which is bounded from above there exists a least upper bound.
3) The Bolzano{Weierstra property for bounded sequences in IR d (for every xed d).
4) The Arzel a{Ascoli lemma.
5) The existence of the limit superior for bounded sequences of real numbers.
Using a convenient representation of real numbers, (PCM) can be formalized as follows:
(PCM) : In contrast to these general facts on huge growth we prove in this paper a theorem which in particular implies that if (PCM) is applied in a proof only to sequences (a n ) which are given explicitely in the parameters of the proposition (which is proved) then this proof can be (e ectively) transformed (without causing new growth) into a proof of the same conclusion which uses only (PCM ? ) for these sequences. By this transformation the use of AC ar is eliminated and the determination of the growth caused (potentially by (PCM)) reduces to the determination of the growth caused by (PCM ? ). This reduction is achieved using the method of elimination of Skolem function for monotone formulas (developed in 16]). In di erence to (PCM) the (negative translation of the) principle (PCM ? ) has a simple constructive monotone functional interpretation which is ful lled by a functional which is primitive recursive in the sense of 9]. Because of the nice behaviour of the monotone functional interpretation with respect to the modus ponens one obtains (by applying to ) a monotone functional interpretation of (1) and so, using tools from 13], 15], a uniform bound for 9w, i.e. 8u 1 ; k 0 8v tuk9w 0 ukA 0 (u; k; v; w);
where is primitive recursive in the sense of Kleene 9] (and not only in the generalized sense of G odel's calculus T).
(This conclusion also holds for sequences of instances 8n 0 PCM( uvn) of PCM(a) instead of PCM( uv).)
In this case "-arithmetization { namely the reduction of the use of instances of (P CM) to corresponding instances of its arithmetical weakening (P CM ? ) { is necessary already for the construction of the bound .
In our treatment of the Bolzano{Weierstra theorem (as well as the Arzel a{Ascoli lemma) in section 5 below the use of the method of elimation of Skolem functions is combined with the use of the non{ standard axiom F ? mentioned above: Single (sequences of) instances of the Bolzano{Weierstra theorem can be proved (relatively to G 2 A ! +AC 1;0 {qf) from single instances of the second{order axiom 0 1 {CA plus F ? . 0 1 {CA is studied in 16] where it is shown that single instances of this principle (in contrast to its full second{order universal closure, which is equivalent to full arithmetical comprehension over numbers) also contribute at most by a primitive recursive functional in the sense of Kleene. By the method of F ? {elimination discussed above, the resulting bound from a proof which uses single instances of the Bolzano{Weierstra theorem then can be classically (and even constructively) veri ed. Here "-arithmetization of a given proof is used twice for the construction of a bound (by elimination of Skolem functions) and for a classical veri cation (by elimination of the non{standard axiom F ? ).
Finally we investigate the principle of the existence of the limit superior of a bounded sequence of real numbers. It turns out that the use of single instances of this principle in the proof of a theorem (1) can be reduced to an arithmetical 0 5 {principle whose monotone functional interpretation can be ful lled by a functional from the fragment T 1 of G odels claculus T with the recursor constants R for 1 (this fragment of T is su cient to de ne the Ackermann function but no functions of essentially greater rate of growth).
In section 2 we present the theorems from 16] on which our investigations in the present paper are based in order to make this paper independent from the reading of 16]. However we assume the reader to be familiar with 15] and all unde ned notions in this paper are used in the sense of 15].
Proof{theoretic tools
In this section we recall some of our proof{theoretic results from 16] which will be used in section 5 below.
De nition 2.1 ( 16] yields only a bound on 9w which depends on a functional which satis es the monotone functional interpretation of (1) 9f8x; zA 0 or if we let remain the double negation in front of 9 (which comes from the negative translation) (2) ::9f8x; z A 0 . However in our applications the monotone functional interpretation of (1) The importance of the representation of complex objects as e.g. real numbers is also indicated by the fact that the logical form of properties of these objects depends essentially on the representation: If (x n ); (x n ) are arbitrary Cauchy sequences (in the sense of (1) (1) and (2) equivalent. However AC 0;0 {8 is not provable in any of our theories and the addition of this schema to the axioms would yield an explosion of the rate of growth of the provably recursive functions. In fact every (< " 0 ){recursive function is provably recursive in G 2 A ! + AC 0;0 {8. This follows from the fact that iterated use of AC 0;0 {8 combined with classical logic yields full arithmetical comprehension
where A is an arithmetical formula, i.e. a formula containing only quanti ers of type 0. CA ar applied to QF{IA proves the induction principle for every arithmetical formula. Hence full Peano{arithmetic PA is a subsystem of G 2 A ! + AC 0;0 {8. As a consequence of this situation we have to specify the representation of real numbers we choose:
De nition 3.1 A real number is given by a Cauchy sequence of rational numbers with modulus
The reason for this representation is two{fold:
1) As we have seen above any numerically interesting application of the extraction of a bound presupposes that the input is given as a numerically reasonable object. This is also the reason why in constructive analysis (in the sense of Bishop) as well as in complexity theory for analysis (in the sense of H. Friedman and K.{I. Ko, see 11] ) real numbers are always endowed with a rate of convergence, continuous functions with a modulus of continuity and so on. Also in the work by H. Friedman, S. Simpson (see e.g. 22]) and others on the program of so{called reverse mathematics', real numbers are always given with a xed rate of convergence.
2) For our representation of real numbers we can achieve that quanti cation over real numbers is nothing else then quanti cation over IN IN , i.e. 8x 1 ; 9y 1 . Because of this many interesting theorems in analysis have the logical form 89F 0 (see 13] for a discussion on that) so that our method of extracting feasible bounds applies. 15] we know that in general we can only obtain an e ective bound on y which depends on x together with a Skolem function for ( ). But this just means that the computation of the bound requires that x is given with a Cauchy modulus.
As concerned with provability in our theories like G n A ! +AC{qf the representation with xed modulus is no real restriction: In section 5 we will show in particular that the a proof of Notational convention: For better readability we often write e.g. 1 k+1 instead of its code j(2; k) in IN. So e.g. we write x 0 Q 1 k+1 for x Q j(2; k).
By the coding of rational numbers as natural numbers, sequences of rationals are just functions f 1 (and every function f 1 can be conceived as a sequence of rational numbers in a unique way). In particular representatives of real numbers are functions f 1 modulo this coding. We now show that every function can be conceived as an representative of a uniquely determined Cauchy sequence of rationals with modulus 1=(k + 1) and therefore can be conceived as an representative of a uniquely determined real number. 6 To achieve this we need the following functional b f.
De nition 3. fn.
In the following we de ne various relations and operations on functions which correspond to the usual relations and operations on IR for the real numbers represented by the respective functions:
De nition 3. One easily veri es the following Lemma 3.4 1) (x n ) = IR (x n ) resp. (x n ) < IR (x n ), (x n ) IR (x n ) hold i the correponding relations hold for those real numbers which are represented by (x n ); (x n ).
2) Provably in
? (x n ); (x n ) and j(x n )j IR also represent Cauchy sequences with modulus 1=(k + 1) which represent the real number obtained by addition (subtraction,...) of those real numbers which are represented by (x n ); (x n ). This also holds for (x n ) ?1 if j(x n )j IR IR 1 l+1 for the number l used in the de nition of (x n ) ?1 . In particular the operations + IR ; ? IR etc. are extensional w.r.t. to = IR and therefore represent functions 7 .
3 
f has (provably in G 2 A ! i ) the following properties:
3) 8f 1 (0 IRf IR 1). 4) 8f 1 (0 IR f IR 1 ! f = IRf ). However, as we already have discussed in the previuous section, the addition of AC 0;0 {8 0 to G 2 A ! would make all (< " 0 ){recursive functions provably recursive.
Thus since we are working in (extensions of) G 2 A ! we have to distinguish carefully between e.g. 1) and 4). In the next section we will study the relationship between 1) and 4) in detail and show in particular that the use of sequences of single instances of 4) in proofs of 8u 1 8v tu9w 2 A 0 { sentences relatively to e.g. G 2 A ! + +AC{qf (where is de ned as in thm.2.4) can be reduced the use of the same instances of 1).
For monotone sequences (a n ) the equivalence of 2) and 3) (and hence that of 2) and 4)) is already provable using only the quanti er{free choice AC 0;0 {qf: Let (a n ) be say increasing, i.e.
(i) 8n 0 (a n IR a n+1 ); and a 1 be such that If one of the properties 1), . . . ,4) {say i 2 f1; : : : ; 4g{ is ful lled for two sequences (a n ); (b n ), then i) is also ful lled (provably in G 2 A ! i ) for (a n + IR b n ); (a n ? IR b n ); (a n IR b n ) and (if b n 6 = 0 and b n ! b 6 = 0) for ? an bn , where in the later case the modulus in 3),4) depends on an estimate l 2 IN such that jbj 1 l+1 (The construction of the moduli for (a n + IR b n ); (a n ? IR b n ); (a n IR b n );
? an bn from the moduli for (a n ); (b n ) (for i=3,4) is similar to our de nition of + IR ; ? IR ; IR ; ( ) ?1 given in the previous section.
The most important property of bounded monotone sequences (a n ) of real numbers is their convergence. We call this fact`principle of convergence for monotone sequences' (P CM). Because of the di erence between 1) and 4) above we have in fact to consider two versions of this principle:
(P CM1) : ; Both principles cannot be derived in any of the theories G n A ! + +AC{qf. In fact (P CM1) is equivalent (relatively to G 3 A ! ) to the second{order axiom of 0 1 {induction whereas (P CM2) is equivalent (relatively to G 3 A ! +AC 0;0 {qf) even to arithmetical comprehension over numbers (see 14]; for the system RCA 0 , known from reverse mathematics, the equivalence between (P CM2) and arithmetical comprehension is due to 6]). We now determine the contribution of the use of (P CM1) to the growth of extractable uniform bounds. This will be used in the next section to determine the growth which may be caused be single sequences of instances of (P CM2).
Using the constructionã(n) := max IR (0; min i n (a(i))) we can express (P CM1) in the following logically (If a 1(0) ful ls 8n(0 IR a(n + 1) IR a(n)), then 8n(ã(n) = IR a(n)). Furthermore 8n(0 IRã (n + 1) IRã (n)) for all a 1(0) . Thus by the transformation a 7 !ã, quanti cation over all decreasing sequences IR + reduces to quanti cation over all a 1(0) ). We now construct a functional which provides a bound for 9n, i.e. min IR (a; n) = IR an , where min IR is a functional from G 2 R ! which computes the minimum of the real numbers a(0); : : : ; a(n) (such a functional can be de ned similarly to min IR in section 3 noting that min Q (f 1 ; n 0 ) = min Q (f0; : : : ; fn) is de nable in G 2 R ! ). This follows in G 2 A ! from the purely universal sentence (+) 8a 1(0) ; n; k 8l < n Thus from a proof of e.g. a sentence 8x 0 8y sx9z 0 A 0 (x; y; z) in G n A ! + + (P CM1)+AC{qf we can (in general) extract only a bound t for z (i.e. 8x8y sx9z tx A 0 (x; y; z)) which is de ned If however the proof uses (3) above only for functions g which can be bounded by terms in G k R ! , then we can extract a t 2 G max(k+1;n) R ! since the iteration of a function 2 G k R ! is de nable in
The monotone functional interpretation of the negative translation of (1) However every which provides a bound for (2) a fortiori yields a bound for (3) 0 (which does not depend on h). Hence satis es (provably in PRA ! i ) the monotone functional interpretation of the negative translation of (1), i.e. (P CM1). 5 The rate of growth caused by sequences of instances of analytical principles whose proofs rely on arithmetical comprehension
In this section we apply the results presented in section 2 in order to determine the impact on the rate of growth of uniform bounds for provably 8u 1 8v tu9w A 0 {sentences which may result from the use of sequences (which however may depend on the parameters of the proposition to be proved) of instances of: 1) (P CM2) and the convergence of bounded monotone sequences of real numbers.
2) The existence of a greatest lower bound for every sequence of real numbers which is bounded from below. 3) 0 1 {CA and 0 1 {AC.
4) The Bolzano{Weierstra property for bounded sequences in IR d (for every xed d).
5) The Arzel a{Ascoli lemma. 6) The existence of lim sup and lim inf for bounded sequences in IR.
(P CM2) and the convergence of bounded monotone sequences of real numbers
Let a 1(0) be such that 8n 0 (0 IR a(n + 1) IR an) 9 (P CM2) implies 9h 1 8k 0 ; m 0 (m 0 hk ! a(hk) ? IR a(m) IR 1 k + 1 : ? a(hk) k is a Cauchy sequence with modulus 1 k+1 whose limit equals the limit of (a(m)) n2IN .
The existence of a limit a 0 of (a(m)) m now follows from the remarks below lemma 3.4 : a 0 k := ( d a(h(3(k + 1))))(3(k + 1)). Thus we only have to consider (P CM2). In order to simplify the logical form of (P CM2) we use the constructionã(n) := max IR (0; min i n (a(i)) from the previous section (recall that this construction ensures thatã is monotone decreasing and bounded from below by 0. If a already ful ls these properties nothing is changed by the passage from a toã). We now show that the contribution of single instances (P CM2)(a) of (P CM2) to the growth of uniform bounds is (at most) given by the functional akg := max We now consider a generalization (P CM2 )(a 1(0)(0) ( ) ) of (P CM2)(a 1(0) ) which asserts the existence of a sequence of Cauchy moduli for a sequence e a l of bounded monotone sequences: This principle can be easily reduced to (P CM2) (provably in G 2 A ! ):
Let a 1(0) be such that 8n 0 (0 IR an). Then (P CM2)(a) implies that the decreasing sequence (ã(n)) n IR + has a limitã 1 0 . It is clear thatã 0 is the greatest lower bound of (a(n)) n IR + . Thus we have shown
By this reduction we may replace (P CM2)( uv) by (GLB)( uv) in the assumption of prop.5.1.1.
There is nothing lost (w.r.t to the rate of growth) in this reduction since in the other direction we have G n A ! + AC 0;0 {qf`8a 1(0) ?
(GLB)(a) ! (P CM2)(a) :
Let a 1(0) be as above and a 0 its greatest lower bound. Then a 0 = lim n!1ã n . Using AC 0;0 {qf one obtains (see section 4) a modulus of convergence and so a Cauchy modulus for (ã(n)) n . (Note that iteration of 8f 1(0) ( 0 1 {CA(f)) yields CA ar ).
In 16] we proved (using cor. Later on we discuss a second formulation which (relatively to G n A ! ) is slightly stronger than BW: F(x; l; k; m; n) : ? xn is the m{th element in (x(l)) l such that
One easily veri es that F(x; l; k; m; n) can be expressed in the form 9a 0 F 0 (x; l; k; m; n; a), where F 0 is a quanti er{free formula in L(G 2 A ! ), which contains only x; l; k; m; n; a as free variables. Let~ 2 G 2 R ! such that~ (x; l; k; m; n; a) = 0 0 $ F 0 (x; l; k; m; n; a) 9nF(x; l; k; m; n) ! 9nF(x; l; k; m 0 ; n) ! 8m9nF(x; l; k; m; n) : (10) and (11) xn is the m{th element of (x(l)) l such that
? jã i (2(k + 1)(k + 2)) ? Q (g x i n)(2(k + 1)(k + 2))j Q 1 k+1 :
and therefore
xn is the k{th element of (x(l)) l such that
By AC 0;0 {qf we obtain a function g 1 such that
8k ?
x(gk) is the k{th element of (x(l)) l such that
We show (15) 8k(gk < g(k + 1)) :
De ne A 0 (xl; k) : The problem with this proof is that we cannot use our results from section 2 in the presence of the iteration functional it (see 16] for more information in this point) which is needed to de ne f as a functional in g. To introduce the graph of it by 0 1 {IA and AC{qf does not help since this would require an application of 0 1 {IA which involves (besides x) also g as a genuine function parameter.
In contrast to this situation, our proof of BW(x) ! BW + (x) uses 0 1 {IA only for a formula with (besides x) only k; ak as parameters. Since k (as a parameter) remains xed throughout the induction, a only occurs as the number parameter ak but not as genuine function parameter. This is the reason why we are able to construct a term such that 0 1 {IA( x)^BW(x) ! BW + (x).
Using ( ) and ( ) we are now able to prove 
(1),(2) and 0 1 {UB ? yield (using the fact that g can be coded into a type{1{object by g 0 x 0 := g(j 1 x; j 2 x)) Remark 5.6.5 By the theorem above the use of the analytical axiom 9 lim sup( uv) in a given proof of 8u 1 8v tu9w B 0 can be reduced to the use of the arithmetical principle L( uv). By lemma 5.6.3.2) this reduction is optimal (relatively to G 2 A ! ).
